The importance of the corrosion prevention in South-East Europe and in Bulgaria is increasing, due to many factors. The gas transmission network in Bulgaria is developing and the country is a factor on the Balkans with the possibilities of its transport system (80% of the compensatory stations in the Region are located in Bulgaria, 16.7 billion cubic meters transit gas pass through the country).

The most of the corrosion protection systems in different industry branches have to be modernized or replaced by new technologies. Specialists working in this field need to get acquainted with the new criteria, methods and international trends.

If you want to step on a new market, take advantage of the opportunity offered by the Forum Corrosion Prevention Balkans and create new business contacts.

Why to participate?

• You will present your products and services to potential customers and partners.
• You will meet the leading companies that use these systems to prevent their facilities.
• You will have the opportunity for professional dialogue and new business contacts with managers, engineers, investors, designers, cathodic protection experts and specialists from various sectors of industry and economy.

Official Partner:

European Federation of Chemical Engineering

Partners:
What will we do for your successful participation?

Create a business-to-business environment for finding local partners.

Your brand, products and technologies will be among the headlines in our e-bulletins and in the social networks.

Specialists, interested in your products can easily contact you using the online B2B module. It is the perfect tool to arrange preliminary meetings with conference speakers, attendees, exhibitors. Include information about your company activity in press releases sent among the event media partners.

The Conference

Participation with a presentation will help you sharing your experience with potential customers, investors and partners.

Whom the conference is addressed to?

To everyone who is interested in topics related to the development of cathodic protection systems worldwide, used in tanks for keeping gas, oil, water, storage containers (tanks, vessels for liquid gas, gas pipelines, water pipelines), ports, platforms in the sea for extraction of oil, ships and others.

Topics to be presented and discussed at Corrosion Prevention Balkans:

- The necessity for actions and prevention of corrosion
- New technologies for cathodic protection. Systems and methods for corrosion protection
- Presentation of realized projects around the world
- Advanced criteria and methods for control and verification of cathodic protection systems
- Leading international design criteria for cathodic protection systems
- Current international standards and regulations for cathodic protection
- Certification of personnel that builds, designs, controls, and maintains cathodic protection systems

Exhibition

A parallel exhibition will be held alongside the conference so direct business contacts and creation of new partnerships will be enabled.

Exhibitors Branches:

- Modern technologies and tools for corrosion protection
- Insulating and protective materials
- Surface treatment equipment
- Instruments and appliances for determining the quality of insulation and protective coatings, non-destructive testing and technical diagnostic tools
- Covering equipment
- Electrochemical protective equipment and technologies for ground and underwater facilities
- Modern anti-corrosion materials
- Maintenance and repair
- Technical regulation

CONTACTS FOR THE EVENT:

Ms. Desislava Ivanova (Via Expo), +359/32 512 907, 359/32 512 900, international@viaexpo.com, www.viaexpo.com

Mr. Ernesto Stefanov (Paradise Electric Consult), +359/884 288 089, +359/32 588 916, office@paradise-electric.eu, www.paradise-electric.eu